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Question 1: Eukaryotic cell membrane
Q.1.1 (a): A phospholid is a molecule consisting of a glycerol molecule attached to two fatty 
acid chains and a phosphate-containing / phosphate group.
Or
A phospholipid is a modified triglyceride where one of the fatty acids has been replaced with 
a phosphate-containing / phosphate group. (1 mark)
(DO NOT ACCEPT: a phospholipid is a molecule with a hydrophilic head and 2 
hydrophobic tails / a molecule with a phosphate component and a lipid component / a 
component of the plasma membrane).

Q.1.1 (b): A (non-polar) molecule that is repelled / not attracted to water.
(1 mark; award 0.5 marks for ‘fears water’).

Q.1.1 (c): A (polar / charged) molecule or ion that is attracted to water.
(1 mark; award 0.5 marks for ‘loves water’).

Q1.2: A = hydrophilic (1 mark)   B = hydrophobic  (1 mark)

Q1.3:
Separation of cytoplasm from external / extracellular environment.
Controls passage of substances between cell /cytoplasm and external /extracellular 
environment
Acts as a receptor site recognizing external / extracellular stimuli 
Provides surface area for enzymes.
Maintains a potential difference between cell /cytoplasm and external /extracellular 
environment (in muscles and / or neurons)
(Any THREE; 1 mark each – maximum 3 marks)
(Do not award marks if same function is repeated e.g. allows transport of glucose, allows 
transport of lipids etc.). 

Q1.4:
Proteins
Cholesterol
Carbohydrates / oligosaccharide chains  (1 mark each – max 2 marks)
(DO NOT award 2 marks for different categories of protein but accept ‘protein and 
glycoprotein’)
(Total: 10 marks)

Question 2: Enzyme action
Q2.1: An enzyme is a protein that acts as a biological catalyst. (1 mark)

Q2.2: Rate of reaction increases sharply / steeply between 10°C and 40°C.
OR

Rate of reaction increases from approximately 8 units at 10°C to approximately 32 units at 
40°C
(1 mark)
(Award 0.5 marks if ‘rate of reaction increases’)
(Award 1 mark when correct reference to ‘optimum temperature’ is included in answer).



Q2.3: Enzyme is denatured i.e. it loses its tertiary structure (1 mark); so active site is no 
longer complementary to substrate / E-S complex cannot form (1 mark)

Q2.4: Lock and Key hypothesis:
Enzyme / active site has a fixed shape.
Substrate has a shape that is exactly complementary to the active site.

OR
Induced fit hypothesis :
When substrate fits in active site of enzyme, enzyme changes its shape, active site becomes 
exactly complementary to the substrate.
(3 marks)

Q2.5: Amylase, as it is starch that is being digested.

Q2.6: pH, Enzyme concentration, Substrate concentration, Presence of inhibitors
(Any TWO; 1 mark each – max 2 marks)
(Accept ‘amount of enzyme / substrate’)
(Award 0.5 mark for unspecified reference to ‘concentration’)
(Total 10 marks).

Question 3: Genetic mutations
Q3.1:
A mutation is a change in the amount or chemical structure of DNA in a cell.

OR
Any change in the DNA sequence. (1 mark)

Q3.2: A gene mutation involves a change in a single base in the nucleotide sequence of a 
gene. (1 mark)
A chromosomal mutation involves a change in a large number of bases on a chromosome / 
DNA molecule.

OR

Any change in the structure or arrangement of chromosomes (1 mark). 

Q3.3:
Chromosomal mutation (1 mark)
Greater effect due to more drastic changes in genetic make-up (1 mark)

Q3.4:
Chromosomal mutation: Down’s Syndrome, cri-du-chat syndrome, Klinefelter syndrome, 
Turner syndrome (Award 0.5 mk for cancer)
(Any ONE; 1 mark)
Gene mutation: Sickle cell anaemia, cystic fibrosis, Tay-Sach’s disease, haemophilia, 
albinism, heterochromic iridium (eyes with different colours)
(Any ONE; 1 mk)



(Note: If consequences are not classified, assume that first condition is the chromosomal 
mutation)
(Total 7 mks).

Question 4: Food webs
Q4.1: A representation of the complex / elaborate feeding relationships (interacting food 
chains) within a community, including many organisms at various trophic levels, with many 
of the consumers occupying more than one level simultaneously.
/ Mesh of interlinked /interconnected food chains in a community / the interconnected food 
chains in an ecosystem.
/ The complete set of food links between species in a community.
/ A diagram indicating which organisms are the eaters and which are consumed in a 
community (1 mark)

Q4.2: Phytoplankton (1 mark)

Q4.3:

a. Krill / Herbivorous zooplankton  (1 mark)
b. Krill / Fish / baleen whale / carnivorous zooplankton / leopard seal / penguins / other birds 
/ other seals (1 mark)
c. Leopard seal / penguins / elephant seal /smaller toothed whale / sperm whale / fish / baleen 
whale (1 mark)

Q4.4: 
a. Phytoplankton increases. (1 mark)
b. Leopard seals decrease (less food is available). (1 mark)
c. Elephant seals decrease (less food is available). (1 mark)

Q4.5:
Loss of energy from one trophic level to the next due to:
Some energy is lost as heat in respiration
Energy is lost in movement / locomotion.
Production of metabolic wastes that are excreted
Some food is undigested and so egested.
(Accept any TWO reasons; 1 mark each reason – max 2 marks)
(Award 0.5 marks for ‘energy is lost’)
(Total: 10 marks)

Question 5: Circulatory system
Q5.1: Transport of Oxygen (from lungs to tissues)
(Accept reference to transport of CO2 from tissues to lungs) (1 
mark)

Q5.2: Protection against disease by phagocytosis AND production of antibodies.             (1 
mark)
(Award 0.5 marks for protection against disease / form part of immune system)



Q5.3: Allows exchange of substances between cells / tissues and blood in capillaries. (1 
mark)

Q5.4: Clotting of blood / blocking wounds to stop blood loss (1 mark).

Q5.5: Transport of hormones / digestion products / vitamins and minerals / transport of N-
wastes to kidney / protect against disease due to antibodies / provides liquid medium for 
transport of cells (1 mark).

(Total: 5 marks)

Question 6: Hormones
Q6.1:
FSH
Secreted: Anterior Pituitary Gland (1 mark)
(Award 0.5 mark for ‘pituitary gland’)

Functions:
In females:  stimulates growth / development of ovarian /Graafian follicle, secretion of 
oestrogen. 
In males stimulates spermatogenesis.
(Any ONE; 1 mark)

Q6.2:
LH
Secreted: Anterior Pituitary Gland (1 mark)
(Award 0.5 mark for ‘pituitary gland’)

Functions:
Ovulation
(Accept stimulates growth / development of ovarian follicle with FSH)
In males – production of testosteserone
(Any ONE; 1mark)

Q6.3:
Progesterone
Secreted: Corpus luteum (in ovary) (1 mark)
(Award 0.5 mark for ovary)

Functions:
Maintains endometrium
Prevents menstruation.
Inhibits FSH production.

(Any ONE; 1 mark)
(DO NOT accept: ‘develops endometrium’).

Q6.4:
Testosterone



Testis / Leydig cells in testis  (1 mark)
Function: Spermatogenesis, Development of secondary male sexual characteristics (1 mark)

(Any ONE; 1 mark)
(Accept reference to a specific secondary male sexual characteristic)
(Total: 8 marks)

Question 7:  Cells (response rate 75%)

Q7.1: Correct labelling of structures – 5 marks (structures listed in syllabus or equivalent in 
terms of terminology) 
0.5 Marks deducted if pili and flagellum emerge from slime capsule or middle of cytoplasm 
and for missing organelles.

Q7.2: Possible answers:

Cell wall - strong and rigid. Gives shape. Prevents cell rupture/ bursting in hypotonic 
solutions. 

Cell surface membrane – Selectively permeable / responsible for exchange of substances 
between organism and environment / controls passage of materials into/ outside cell.

Naked nuclei acid/ Genetic material/ Nucleiod/ Bacterial Chromosome - Carries 
instructions for protein synthesis/ controls all (metabolic) activity/ information processing 
centre of a cell.
Instructs organism – not accepted.

Ribosomes - site of protein synthesis

Slimy Capsule - offers protection (from desiccation or against WBC) / unites bacteria into 
colonies/ attach to surfaces – e.g. host’s intestines.  Various suitable answers accepted.

Flagellum - Present for motility/ Propel the cell along by rotating at the base/ Swimming also 
accepted as found in books.

Plasmids - Gives extra survival advantage. Allows bacteria to metabolise new substances 
(e.g. petroleum)/ resist antibiotics/ allow them to become virulent – produce toxins/ When a 
bacterium dies, the plasmids may be liberated into the environment and transform other 
bacteria.

Cytoplasm – contains organelle/ Cell’s vital metabolic reactions (enzymatic reactions) occur 
here.

Pili – Mediates DNA transfer during conjugation; Attachment to surfaces; protection against 
phagotrophic engulfment
.

Q7.3: Possible answers:



Cilia and villi: not accepted as these are extensions of the cell. Some villi can actually have 
other organelles inside them.

Nucleus - Carries instructions for protein synthesis/ controls all metabolic activity/ 
information processing centre of a cell

Rough ER:  transport and modification of proteins (given 3d structure) which are made by 
the ribosomes on its surface. 

Smooth ER: Lipid synthesis / makes steroids (some hormones eg testosterone, oestrogen)

Golgi apparatus - transport, chemically modify, tag materials coming from ER for use 
within cell or export.

Lysosomes - contain digestive enzymes such as proteases and lipases. Enzymes carry out 
hydrolysis reactions; digestion of material taken in by endocytosis/ Autophagy/ release of 
enzymes outside the cell (exocytosis)/ Autolysis. 

Mitochondria -  produce ATP (2 marks ) / site for aerobic respiration (1 mark) 

Vacuole – Animal vacuoles used for digestion of food or phagocytic vacuoles. Plant cells 
have a large central vacuole– store water and minerals /  provides turgidity.

Chloroplasts - Carries out photosynthesis/ provides plant with food produced by combining 
carbon dioxide and water using sunlight (2 marks). 

Centrioles - responsible for spindle fibres formation during mitosis and meiosis - role in 
chromosomal movement. 

Nucleolus - large amounts of DNA and RNA - manufactures ribosomal RNA

Cellulose Cell wall – marks were awarded if the word cellulose was included. Provides cell 
shape and support and prevents bursting if placed in hypotonic solutions.

Question 8: Evolution (response rate 55%)
(Bold wording/sentences  or similar points were awarded 1 mark)

Q8.1: Possible answers:
 change in genetic makeup/ DNA

 of a population/ species  (of an organism not excepted)

 over a period of time 

 driven by natural selection x

 gives rise to a new species



Q8.2: 
(a) Small organisms with shorter lifespan produce many offspring at a very fast rate to 
ensure survival of species.  
More generations are produced in a short span of time. 
Genes are mixed/ variations and beneficial mutations occur and are passed on to 
following generations. 
Mutations add up with each division creating more genetic variation and faster rate of 
evolution, over a short period of time. 
If candidate simply mentions that ‘change occurs quickly’ but fails to explain why marks 
were deducted. 

(b) The organisms that possess the best combination of characteristics (eg a beneficial 
mutation) will be more competitive /more 'fit' to cope with the selection pressures / 
struggle for existence imposed by the environment.  
Organisms best adapted to their environment reproduce and pass on their genes to next 
generation. 
(if students just mention reproduce without reference to passing beneficial genes to future 
generation -0.5 marks deducted).
This type of selection is called natural selection / promotes survival of the fittest. 
Since mutations are heritable/ passed on through genotype, generation will end with 
higher proportion of organisms fit for that habitat.

(c) Bacteria of the same type have differences between themselves.
Some bacteria are quickly killed by antibiotics, others however remain alive – their plastids 
can offer antibiotic resistance. 
Natural selection allows the surviving bacteria to reproduce again, producing the next 
generation. 
The weak bacteria were removed by antibiotics. The new generation of bacteria are all 
resistant against the antibodies.

(d) A population cannot exceed an environment’s carrying capacity. 
Population growth is checked by selection pressures /  environmental factors such as food 
supply, predators, diseases and weather.
Only the best adapted organisms survive, compete for resources  and reproduce.  
This causes the population to remain constant in size: many organisms in each generation 
die and most do not reproduce.
Producing many offspring ensures that at least some of the species members survive/ the 
species avoids extinction.

(e) Survival depends on how creatures are adapted to living in their environment. 
A changing environment constantly poses selection pressures on the species inhabiting it 
and those which are better adapted to deal with this pressure survival to reproduce and 
pass on their advantageous genes to the next generation.
The more often an environment changes, the more change there is in the genes/ allele 
frequency of the population in response to a directional change in the environment 
(directional selection). 
A change in the environment providing geographical isolation can also lead to 
evolutionary change.
Marks also awarded for examples if these are mentioned.



Question 9:  Homeostasis (response rate 27%)
Q9.1: In negative feedback the response to a change is to neutralize this change so as to 
restore the original conditions.
Negative feedback examples expected: both that controlled by nerves and that by hormones. 
(If candidate mentions that product that acts as the regulator and when produced in 
excess, the product causes the process to shut down, marks also awarded).

Q9.2: - The monitoring of glucose by chemoreceptors (2) 
(If  Islets of Langerhans is given – 1 mark is still awarded. However, the term 
“chemoreceptors” is specified in the syllabus and should be known.) 
- In the pancreas. (2)

- Rise of blood sugar levels occur due to food intake/ from liver by demand (2)
- Pancreatic cells secrete Insulin (2)
- Body response: stimulate cell respiration, increased absorption of glucose by muscle cells, 
conversion of glucose to fat and to glycogen in liver. (2)

- Fall of blood sugar levels occur due to respiration / conversion to other metabolites / storage 
as glycogen. (2) 
- Pancreatic cells secrete glucagon (2)
- Glucagon stimulates liver cells (2)
- Liver cells convert glycogen to glucose, and amino acids to glucose. (2)

- This is an example of negative feedback – when blood sugar level is altered, homeostatic 
mechanisms bring it back to normal/ within a set point. (2). 

Question 10: The Brain (response rate 13%)
Q10.1: (0.5 marks for each keyword) 
- Forms part of the central nervous system.
- Communicates with PNS (via sensory, relay and motor neurons).
- Receives information/ stimuli and produces a response to the stimuli.
- Integrates information as it is a memory bank
- Produces voluntary and involuntary actions (or give examples of both types of actions)

Q10.2: 1 mark awarded for each correct location of Medulla, Cerebellum, Cerebral 
Hemispheres/ Cerebrum, hypothalamus. (4) 
One mark awarded for drawing the above regions in proportionate size. (4)
Two marks awarded for these three areas: motor, association and sensory.  Mark awarded if 
all these three areas (motor, sensory and association) are labeled correctly 

Q10.3: Involves a reflex action (1)
An involuntary/ automatic/ stereotyped response (1)
It is a fast response (0.5)
Used by body to avoid damage / protection (0.5)
Follows reflex arc:  Stimulus (1)
- Receptor (pain) (0.5) 
- Sensory Neuron (1)
- Relay/ intermediate/ association neuron (1)



- Motor neuron (1)
- Effector (Muscle) (0.5)
- Chemical messengers/ neurotransmitters travel from neuron to neuron through synapses (1)
- Reflex action are controlled by the CNS - can be controlled only by spinal cord – does not 
need to reach conscious level. (1)

Unwritten details but which are displayed through diagrams e.g.: position of synapse were 
still taken into consideration.

Question 11: DNA replication (response rate 31%)
Q11.1: Each new double stranded DNA formed is made from one new strand and one old 
strand belonging to the original parent DNA - half the original molecule is always preserved 
(2 marks).

Q11.2: DNA has three essential functions: replication and expression and controlling all cell 
activities.  The DNA molecule must be able to replicate efficiently so that each new cell will 
have the complete set of genetic information and instructions for proper cell functioning (3 
marks).
. 

Q11.3: One mark awarded for each of the following points (or similar statements) mentioned:
1. Enzyme Helicase unwinds the DNA molecule by breaking the hydrogen bonds and 

uncoupling/separating the bases;
2. This is done so that both strands can work as templates;
3. The new DNA strands are built up individually by adding on free nucleotides;
4. DNA polymerase catalyses the elongation of the 2 new strands by pairing up these free 

nucleotides with their complementary bases on the template strands (A-T, C-G);
5. Covalent bonds form by condensation reactions between the nucleotides of each 

daughter strand and the parent/template DNA strands;
6. Hydrogen bonds are also form between the complimentary bases;
7. The daughter strands are synthesized in two different ways: one is made in a 

continuous way (in the 5’→3’ direction) by the DNA polymerase: leading strand;
8. The other is made as a series of short strands that are then joined together by another 

enzyme. (DNA Ligase) : lagging strand;
9. This is synthesized in bits because DNA polymerase cannot add nucleotides in 3’→5’ 
direction;
10. New DNA is proofread and it is repaired it to reduce mistakes (which can result in 
mutations).

(10 marks awarded for illustrations – as long as diagram/diagrams is/are clear and steps 
can be followed). 
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Question 1: Eukaryotic cell membrane

Q.1.1 (a): A phospholid is a molecule consisting of a glycerol molecule attached to two fatty acid chains and a phosphate-containing / phosphate group.

Or

A phospholipid is a modified triglyceride where one of the fatty acids has been replaced with a phosphate-containing / phosphate group.					(1 mark)

(DO NOT ACCEPT: a phospholipid is a molecule with a hydrophilic head and 2 hydrophobic tails / a molecule with a phosphate component and a lipid component / a component of the plasma membrane).



Q.1.1 (b): A (non-polar) molecule that is repelled / not attracted to water.

(1 mark; award 0.5 marks for ‘fears water’).



Q.1.1 (c): A (polar / charged) molecule or ion that is attracted to water.

(1 mark; award 0.5 marks for ‘loves water’).



Q1.2: A = hydrophilic (1 mark)   B = hydrophobic  (1 mark)

Q1.3: 

Separation of cytoplasm from external / extracellular environment.

Controls passage of substances between cell /cytoplasm and external /extracellular environment

Acts as a receptor site recognizing external / extracellular stimuli 

Provides surface area for enzymes.

Maintains a potential difference between cell /cytoplasm and external /extracellular environment (in muscles and / or neurons)

(Any THREE; 1 mark each – maximum 3 marks)

(Do not award marks if same function is repeated e.g. allows transport of glucose, allows transport of lipids etc.). 



Q1.4: 

Proteins

Cholesterol

Carbohydrates / oligosaccharide chains	 (1 mark each – max 2 marks)

(DO NOT award 2 marks for different categories of protein but accept ‘protein and glycoprotein’)

(Total: 10 marks)



Question 2: Enzyme action

Q2.1: An enzyme is a protein that acts as a biological catalyst. (1 mark)



Q2.2: Rate of reaction increases sharply / steeply between 10°C and 40°C.	

	OR

Rate of reaction increases from approximately 8 units at 10°C to approximately 32 units at 40°C	 

(1 mark)

(Award 0.5 marks if ‘rate of reaction increases’)

(Award 1 mark when correct reference to ‘optimum temperature’ is included in answer).



Q2.3: Enzyme is denatured i.e. it loses its tertiary structure (1 mark); so active site is no longer complementary to substrate / E-S complex cannot form (1 mark)

 

Q2.4: Lock and Key hypothesis:

Enzyme / active site has a fixed shape.	

Substrate has a shape that is exactly complementary to the active site.

	OR

Induced fit hypothesis	:							

When substrate fits in active site of enzyme, enzyme changes its shape, active site becomes exactly complementary to the substrate.

(3 marks)



Q2.5: Amylase, as it is starch that is being digested.



Q2.6: pH, Enzyme concentration, Substrate concentration, Presence of inhibitors

	(Any TWO; 1 mark each – max 2 marks)

	(Accept ‘amount of enzyme / substrate’)

	(Award 0.5 mark for unspecified reference to ‘concentration’)

	(Total 10 marks).





Question 3: Genetic mutations

Q3.1: 

A mutation is a change in the amount or chemical structure of DNA in a cell.

	OR

Any change in the DNA sequence.							(1 mark)





Q3.2: A gene mutation involves a change in a single base in the nucleotide sequence of a gene. (1 mark)

A chromosomal mutation involves a change in a large number of bases on a chromosome / DNA molecule.



OR



Any change in the structure or arrangement of chromosomes (1 mark). 



Q3.3: 

Chromosomal mutation (1 mark)

Greater effect due to more drastic changes in genetic make-up (1 mark)



Q3.4: 

Chromosomal mutation: Down’s Syndrome, cri-du-chat syndrome, Klinefelter syndrome, Turner syndrome (Award 0.5 mk for cancer)

(Any ONE; 1 mark)

Gene mutation: Sickle cell anaemia, cystic fibrosis, Tay-Sach’s disease, haemophilia, albinism, heterochromic iridium (eyes with different colours)	

(Any ONE; 1 mk)



(Note: If consequences are not classified, assume that first condition is the chromosomal mutation)										

(Total 7 mks).



Question 4: Food webs

Q4.1: A representation of the complex / elaborate feeding relationships (interacting food chains) within a community, including many organisms at various trophic levels, with many of the consumers occupying more than one level simultaneously.

/ Mesh of interlinked /interconnected food chains in a community / the interconnected food chains in an ecosystem.

/ The complete set of food links between species in a community.

/ A diagram indicating which organisms are the eaters and which are consumed in a community 	(1 mark)



Q4.2: Phytoplankton (1 mark)

Q4.3: 

a. Krill / Herbivorous zooplankton  (1 mark)

b. Krill / Fish / baleen whale / carnivorous zooplankton / leopard seal / penguins / other birds / other seals (1 mark)

c. Leopard seal / penguins / elephant seal /smaller toothed whale / sperm whale / fish / baleen whale (1 mark)



Q4.4: 

a. Phytoplankton increases.								(1 mark)

b. Leopard seals decrease (less food is available).					(1 mark)

c. Elephant seals decrease (less food is available).					(1 mark)



Q4.5: 

Loss of energy from one trophic level to the next due to:

Some energy is lost as heat in respiration

Energy is lost in movement / locomotion.

Production of metabolic wastes that are excreted

Some food is undigested and so egested.

(Accept any TWO reasons; 1 mark each reason – max 2 marks)

(Award 0.5 marks for ‘energy is lost’)

(Total: 10 marks)



Question 5: Circulatory system

Q5.1: Transport of Oxygen (from lungs to tissues)

(Accept reference to transport of CO2 from tissues to lungs)				(1 mark)



Q5.2: Protection against disease by phagocytosis AND production of antibodies.             (1 mark)

(Award 0.5 marks for protection against disease / form part of immune system)



Q5.3: Allows exchange of substances between cells / tissues and blood in capillaries.	(1 mark)

Q5.4: Clotting of blood / blocking wounds to stop blood loss (1 mark).



Q5.5: Transport of hormones / digestion products / vitamins and minerals / transport of N-wastes to kidney / protect against disease due to antibodies / provides liquid medium for transport of cells (1 mark).



(Total: 5 marks)



Question 6: Hormones

Q6.1:

FSH

Secreted: Anterior Pituitary Gland (1 mark)

(Award 0.5 mark for ‘pituitary gland’)		



Functions:

In females:  stimulates growth / development of ovarian /Graafian follicle, secretion of oestrogen. 

In males stimulates spermatogenesis.

(Any ONE; 1 mark)



Q6.2: 

LH

Secreted: Anterior Pituitary Gland (1 mark)

(Award 0.5 mark for ‘pituitary gland’)		



Functions:

Ovulation											

(Accept stimulates growth / development of ovarian follicle with FSH)

In males – production of testosteserone

(Any ONE; 1mark)



Q6.3: 

Progesterone

Secreted: Corpus luteum (in ovary) (1 mark)

(Award 0.5 mark for ovary)



Functions:

Maintains endometrium

Prevents menstruation.

Inhibits FSH production.



(Any ONE; 1 mark)

(DO NOT accept: ‘develops endometrium’).



Q6.4: 

Testosterone

Testis / Leydig cells in testis  (1 mark)

Function: Spermatogenesis, Development of secondary male sexual characteristics (1 mark)



(Any ONE; 1 mark)

(Accept reference to a specific secondary male sexual characteristic)

(Total: 8 marks)





Question 7:  Cells (response rate 75%)

 

Q7.1: Correct labelling of structures – 5 marks (structures listed in syllabus or equivalent in terms of terminology) 

0.5 Marks deducted if pili and flagellum emerge from slime capsule or middle of cytoplasm and for missing organelles.

 

Q7.2: Possible answers:



Cell wall - strong and rigid. Gives shape. Prevents cell rupture/ bursting in hypotonic solutions. 



Cell surface membrane – Selectively permeable / responsible for exchange of substances between organism and environment / controls passage of materials into/ outside cell.



Naked nuclei acid/ Genetic material/ Nucleiod/ Bacterial Chromosome - Carries instructions for protein synthesis/ controls all (metabolic) activity/ information processing centre of a cell.

Instructs organism – not accepted.



Ribosomes - site of protein synthesis



Slimy Capsule - offers protection (from desiccation or against WBC) / unites bacteria into colonies/ attach to surfaces – e.g. host’s intestines.  Various suitable answers accepted.



Flagellum - Present for motility/ Propel the cell along by rotating at the base/ Swimming also accepted as found in books.



Plasmids - Gives extra survival advantage. Allows bacteria to metabolise new substances (e.g. petroleum)/ resist antibiotics/ allow them to become virulent – produce toxins/ When a bacterium dies, the plasmids may be liberated into the environment and transform other bacteria.



Cytoplasm – contains organelle/ Cell’s vital metabolic reactions (enzymatic reactions) occur here.



Pili – Mediates DNA transfer during conjugation; Attachment to surfaces; protection against phagotrophic engulfment

.

 

Q7.3: Possible answers:



Cilia and villi: not accepted as these are extensions of the cell. Some villi can actually have other organelles inside them.



Nucleus - Carries instructions for protein synthesis/ controls all metabolic activity/ information processing centre of a cell



Rough ER:  transport and modification of proteins (given 3d structure) which are made by the ribosomes on its surface. 



Smooth ER: Lipid synthesis / makes steroids (some hormones eg testosterone, oestrogen)



Golgi apparatus - transport, chemically modify, tag materials coming from ER for use within cell or export.



Lysosomes - contain digestive enzymes such as proteases and lipases. Enzymes carry out hydrolysis reactions; digestion of material taken in by endocytosis/ Autophagy/ release of enzymes outside the cell (exocytosis)/ Autolysis. 



Mitochondria  -  produce ATP (2 marks ) / site for aerobic respiration (1 mark) 



Vacuole – Animal vacuoles used for digestion of food or phagocytic vacuoles. Plant cells have a large central vacuole– store water and minerals /  provides turgidity.



Chloroplasts - Carries out photosynthesis/ provides plant with food produced by combining carbon dioxide and water using sunlight (2 marks). 



Centrioles - responsible for spindle fibres formation during mitosis and meiosis - role in chromosomal movement. 



Nucleolus - large amounts of DNA and RNA - manufactures ribosomal RNA



Cellulose Cell wall – marks were awarded if the word cellulose was included. Provides cell shape and support and prevents bursting if placed in hypotonic solutions.





Question 8: Evolution (response rate 55%)

(Bold wording/sentences  or similar points were awarded 1 mark)

Q8.1: Possible answers:

· change in genetic makeup/ DNA 

· of a population/ species  (of an organism not excepted)

· over a period of time 

· driven by natural selection x

· gives rise to a new species

 

Q8.2: 

(a) Small organisms with shorter lifespan produce many offspring at a very fast rate to ensure survival of species.  

More generations are produced in a short span of time. 

Genes are mixed/ variations and beneficial mutations occur and are passed on to following generations. 

Mutations add up with each division creating more genetic variation and faster rate of evolution, over a short period of time. 

If candidate simply mentions that ‘change occurs quickly’ but fails to explain why marks were deducted. 



(b) The organisms that possess the best combination of characteristics (eg a beneficial mutation) will be more competitive /more 'fit' to cope with the selection pressures / struggle for existence imposed by the environment.  

Organisms best adapted to their environment reproduce and pass on their genes to next generation. 

(if students just mention reproduce without reference to passing beneficial genes to future generation -0.5 marks deducted).

This type of selection is called natural selection / promotes survival of the fittest. 

Since mutations are heritable/ passed on through genotype, generation will end with higher proportion of organisms fit for that habitat.



(c) Bacteria of the same type have differences between themselves.

Some bacteria are quickly killed by antibiotics, others however remain alive – their plastids can offer antibiotic resistance. 

Natural selection allows the surviving bacteria to reproduce again, producing the next generation. 

The weak bacteria were removed by antibiotics. The new generation of bacteria are all resistant against the antibodies.



(d) A population cannot exceed an environment’s carrying capacity. 

Population growth is checked by selection pressures /  environmental factors such as food supply, predators, diseases and weather.

Only the best adapted organisms survive, compete for resources  and reproduce.  

This causes the population to remain constant in size: many organisms in each generation die and most do not reproduce.

Producing many offspring ensures that at least some of the species members survive/ the species avoids extinction.



(e) Survival depends on how creatures are adapted to living in their environment. 

A changing environment constantly poses selection pressures on the species inhabiting it and those which are better adapted to deal with this pressure survival to reproduce and pass on their advantageous genes to the next generation.

The more often an environment changes, the more change there is in the genes/ allele frequency of the population in response to a directional change in the environment (directional selection). 

A change in the environment providing geographical isolation can also lead to evolutionary change.

Marks also awarded for examples if these are mentioned.



Question 9:  Homeostasis (response rate 27%)

Q9.1: In negative feedback the response to a change is to neutralize this change so as to restore the original conditions.

Negative feedback examples expected: both that controlled by nerves and that by hormones. 

(If candidate mentions that product that acts as the regulator and when produced in excess, the product causes the process to shut down, marks also awarded).



Q9.2: - The monitoring of glucose by chemoreceptors (2) 

(If  Islets of Langerhans is given – 1 mark is still awarded. However, the term “chemoreceptors” is specified in the syllabus and should be known.) 

- In the pancreas. (2)



- Rise of blood sugar levels occur due to food intake/ from liver by demand (2)

- Pancreatic cells secrete Insulin (2)

- Body response: stimulate cell respiration, increased absorption of glucose by muscle cells, conversion of glucose to fat and to glycogen in liver. (2)



- Fall of blood sugar levels occur due to respiration / conversion to other metabolites / storage as glycogen. (2) 

- Pancreatic cells secrete glucagon (2)

- Glucagon stimulates liver cells (2)

- Liver cells convert glycogen to glucose, and amino acids to glucose. (2)



- This is an example of negative feedback – when blood sugar level is altered, homeostatic mechanisms bring it back to normal/ within a set point. (2). 

 



Question 10: The Brain (response rate 13%)

Q10.1: (0.5 marks for each keyword) 

- Forms part of the central nervous system.

- Communicates with PNS (via sensory, relay and motor neurons).

- Receives information/ stimuli and produces a response to the stimuli.

- Integrates information as it is a memory bank

- Produces voluntary and involuntary actions (or give examples of both types of actions)



Q10.2: 1 mark awarded for each correct location of Medulla, Cerebellum, Cerebral Hemispheres/ Cerebrum, hypothalamus. (4) 

One mark awarded for drawing the above regions in proportionate size. (4)

Two marks awarded for these three areas: motor, association and sensory.  Mark awarded if all these three areas (motor, sensory and association) are labeled correctly 



Q10.3: Involves a reflex action (1)

An involuntary/ automatic/ stereotyped response (1)

It is a fast response (0.5)

Used by body to avoid damage / protection (0.5)

Follows reflex arc:  Stimulus (1)

- Receptor (pain) (0.5) 

- Sensory Neuron (1)

- Relay/ intermediate/ association neuron (1)

- Motor neuron (1)

- Effector (Muscle) (0.5)

- Chemical messengers/ neurotransmitters travel from neuron to neuron through synapses (1)

- Reflex action are controlled by the CNS - can be controlled only by spinal cord – does not need to reach conscious level. (1)



Unwritten details but which are displayed through diagrams e.g.: position of synapse were still taken into consideration.

 

Question 11: DNA replication (response rate 31%)

Q11.1: Each new double stranded DNA formed is made from one new strand and one old strand belonging to the original parent DNA - half the original molecule is always preserved (2 marks).



Q11.2: DNA has three essential functions: replication and expression and controlling all cell activities.  The DNA molecule must be able to replicate efficiently so that each new cell will have the complete set of genetic information and instructions for proper cell functioning (3 marks).

. 



Q11.3: One mark awarded for each of the following points (or similar statements) mentioned:

1. Enzyme Helicase unwinds the DNA molecule by breaking the hydrogen bonds and uncoupling/separating the bases;

1. This is done so that both strands can work as templates;

1. The new DNA strands are built up individually by adding on free nucleotides;

1. DNA polymerase catalyses the elongation of the 2 new strands by pairing up these free nucleotides with their complementary bases on the template strands (A-T, C-G);

1. Covalent bonds form by condensation reactions between the nucleotides of each daughter strand and the parent/template DNA strands;

1. Hydrogen bonds are also form between the complimentary bases;

1. The daughter strands are synthesized in two different ways: one is made in a continuous way (in the 5’→3’ direction) by the DNA polymerase: leading strand;

1. The other is made as a series of short strands that are then joined together by another enzyme. (DNA Ligase) : lagging strand;

9. This is synthesized in bits because DNA polymerase cannot add nucleotides in 3’→5’ direction;

10. New DNA is proofread and it is repaired it to reduce mistakes (which can result in mutations).



(10 marks awarded for illustrations – as long as diagram/diagrams is/are clear and steps can be followed). 







